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The month according 
to Paul...
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Can you solve the brain teaser? 

(Answer, below) 
 A man pushes his car to a hotel and

tells the owner he’s bankrupt. 
Why?

 
 
 

@pjrservices 

Answer:He is playing Monopoly

Beautiful Spring day for
school grounds
maintenance.
 #essexbusiness #school  
#groundsmenlife 
 #daffodils  #beautiful 

   In between the snow showers, we have
managed to enjoy some early Spring
sunshine. We have especially enjoyed seeing
the Spring bulbs blooming. This time of
year is often known as 'fools spring' because
we are all fooled into thinking the good
weather is here to stay, before being
battered by cold and rain again just ahead
of the Summer season. Let's hope there will
be no more snow. Especially with the
heating bills going up!
     We have gained a new housing association
site this. month. We will be looking after them
for the foreseeable  future. We manage the
gardens of  a number of HA sites and are
flattered to be asked again to be a grounds
company of choice!

Last Spring we told you how we were helping
local schools plant for the future. Did you
know that the Woodland Trust are actively
assisting businesses with free trees for their
grounds again this year? If you are stuck for
space then there are hedging packs too, to
provide hedgerow habitats for a variety of
animals. Go to www.woodlandtrust.co.uk for
more details. 

It's been a mixed bag of sunshine and bizarrely,
spring snow as we enter our busiest time of year...

PLANT A TREEPLANT A TREE

After all the upheaval of the last
year or so, it looks like we may
actually get a normal Summer
with everyone able to do the
things they like to enjoy.

Our Summer is already starting
to hot up and our calendar is
getting nice and full.. To assist
us, we have a couple of new fully
CRB checked team members
ready to hit the pitches.

The weather wasn't exactly on
our side in March, and there
were many times Paul was ready
with his mower and line marking
equipment and the heavens
opened. 

However we still managed to get
through lots of grass cutting and
are looking forward to a long
Summer helping all our
customers grounds look their
best.

All this lovely extra light and
warmth encourages the  weeds
to spring up from nowhere.  This
is something else we like to start
to get on top of during April,
otherwise before you know it,
things  spiral.
Please keep in mind that
occasionally we spray the
weeds, then get an unwelcome
bout of rain. So do let us know if
you think they need a respray.
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